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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We have a very interesting combination in the Heavens now. We have Mercury closest to
the Sun, our source of light, now in the sign of Cancer which is kind of creating more intuitive
decision making, more emotional decision making. So that always shows up in some interesting
ways.
We have Venus in Leo bringing a little fire, a little passion, maybe a little bit of a lioness roar there
and that is a good energy.

We will have Neptune going retrograde soon in what I call psychic Pisces and then we will have
Mars going retrograde in Aquarius which is more of a kind of humanitarian energy. Mars is actually
morphing more from a male war planet association into something more almost gender neutral
really or slightly more toward feminine as well. And that is really a reflection of Humanity's
progression.
So we're in a time period of the Feminine Power rising as a Divine Feminine Power. I do suggest
that you call upon Three Star One. We do have a glossary on the website if you are not sure who
she is or any of the other ones I mention, you can go there and look. I think Navigate towards the
bottom of the page and look for the word "Glossary".
So one of the things that is enhanced quite strongly is Service. And those of you that serve
Humanity are here, become a better person, making the world a better place, helping animals,
helping nature, just in general raising consciousness.
I have developed sort of an Abundance prayer that I think fits most of you. If not, you can
certainly change a few words or whatever you want to do with it. It will be yours to play with. So
this is it.
Dear One Source of Everything,
Bless me as I serve your glorious Creation.
Give me more with which to serve.
Keep your divine guidance upon me.
Protect me and keep me safe always.
Use me to create and spread Joy.
Show me a Life of abundance.
Sustain me in your everlasting Love.
God bestow upon me a prosperous life.
Alright Dear Ones. As always thank you and my love to you,
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About Reverend Terri:
Terri Newlon is a world renowned spiritual teacher and conscious voice channel for Ascended
Master Djwhal Khul. Djwhal Khul has worked through numerous channels, including Madam H.P.
Blavatsky and Alice A. Bailey, and is well known to spiritual students. His work through Terri began
in 1980 when she studied under Janet McClure and The Tibetan Foundation, Inc., and has resulted
in an extensive online global support system of practical spiritual teachings.
She is also a gifted health Empath and has trained thousands of mediums and psychics. One of her
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specialties is instructing other natural sensitives how to turn on and off their abilities so they can
live well-balanced lives, without neglecting their own physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
requirements.
Terri is a workshop leader, holistic consultant, public speaker, radio and TV guest.
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